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Complete the crossword puzzle using the words at the bottom of this page. 
 

 
 

 
 

angel        artist  compare definition distance fantasy 
flour  friend illustrate    librarian     mystery       onion 
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FILL IN THE MISSING WORD 
 
Use the words at the bottom of the page to complete the sentences. 
 
1. The rose is my favourite ______________. 

2. My sister is ___________, and she will always argue back. 

3. The ___________ shook our building and fortunately our house did not collapse. 

4. If you want people to buy your biscuits, you will have to ____________ that recipe! 

5. Unfortunately, he gave us incorrect ______________. 

6. One of the best ways to avoid ____________ is to listen carefully to each other. 

7. My teacher made an encouraging ____________ about my handwriting. 

8. Could you ___________ how you feel right now? 

9. Can you ____________the criminal from this line-up in the police station? 

10. Please move the computer, I cannot quite see the screen from this _____________. 

11. If you hold your head high, you will improve your __________and look more 

confident. 

12. He was a ___________of Joburg, and knew all the best shops. 

 
Words and definitions 
angle:   (n) a position or point of view 
comment:   (n) a written or spoken statement of opinion 
conflict:  (n) strong disagreement or bad feeling between people 
describe:  (v) to tell or write about; create a picture of in words 
earthquake:  (n) shaking or other movement of part of the earth's surface, caused by  
                           movement deep within the earth 
feisty:   (adj) not afraid to fight or argue 
flower:   (n) the part of a plant that has petals and that makes fruit or seeds 
identity:  (v)  to figure out or show who someone is or what something is 
information:  (n) knowledge or facts that come from a source 
modify:  (v) to change in some way; alter 
native:   (n) a person born or raised in a given place 
posture:  (n) the general position of or manner of holding the body 


